
The latest in back support technology combines aesthetic appeal with superior positioning and function. The full range of 
patent-pending hardware options ensures optimal adjustment for the widest range of applications, while the lightweight 
carbon fiber shell provides exceptional support and durability. The Invacare® Matrx® MX1 Back is designed for active 
individuals who demand peak performance and great looks.
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Features and Functional Benefi ts 
Carbon Fiber Back Shell - Durable solid carbon fiber shell 
provides controlled flex to reduce vibration. Contoured to 
provide hip/trunk stability and enhance upper extremity 
mobility and function. Very light weight and aesthetically 
appealing 
Cover - Attractive combination of breathable space mesh 
fabric and durable reinforced vinyl panels.  Cover and foam 
overlap the shell edge to protect the user 
Adjustable Sacral/Lumbar Support - Includes lumbo-sacral 
support that is easily adjustable to meet individual needs
Mounting Hardware 
Mono Mount (Patent Pending) - Attaches to wheelchair 
rigidizer bar providing complete clearance from back canes for 
optimal propulsion and reach. Fully angle adjustable, remains 
securely fastened in desired position and included track 

provides height adjustment. Fits rigidizer bars ¾" optional 7/8" 
and 1" band clamps available 
Fixed Dual Mount (Patent Pending) - Attaches to wheelchair 
back canes (requires tools for removal). Fits back canes 1" 
in diameter - optional ¾" and 7/8" diameter band clamps 
available. Attractive, low profile hardware with no sharp 
edges. Adjustable width to fit wheelchairs 1" wide or 1" 
narrower than back width, providing optimal fit and support to 
user*
Quick Release Dual Mount (Patent Pending) - Back cane 
mount hardware with quick release tabs for easy removal 
from wheelchair. Includes band clamps to fit ¾", 7/8" or 
1"diameter back canes. Attractive, low profile hardware and 2" 
adjustable width*
SuperLite - Minimalist hardware option when depth or angle 
adjustment are not required. Provides lightest weight option 
and fits back canes 1" in diameter

1. Mono Mount (Patent Pending)

2. Fixed Dual Mount (Patent Pending)

3. Quick Release Dual Mount (Patent 
Pending)

4. SuperLite

5. Adjustable Sacral/Lumbar Support 

6. Optional Privacy Flap

7.  3" Contour Depth

HCPCS Code: E2615

All references to HCPCS codes:  Providers are responsible for  determining the appropriate billing codes when submitting claims to the Medicare program and should 
consult an attorney or other advisor to discuss specific situations in further detail.
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*Limitation of depth/angle adjustment if used on chairs narrower than model width 
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Model #  Height  Width  Depth Angle Product Weight Limited 
    Adjustment Adjustment Weight Capacity Warranty

IMX1-SL  9", 12", 16" 14", 15", 16" N/A N/A 1.5 lb. and up 250 lb.  2 Years 
SuperLite   17", 18"   

IMX1-RM  9", 12", 16" 14", 15", 16" N/A 30º range* 1.9 lb. and up 250 lb.  2 Years
Mono Mount   17", 18"  +/- 15º 

IMX1-CF  9", 12", 16" 14", 15", 16" 2"* 30º range* 1.7 lb. and up 250 lb.  2 Years
Fixed Dual Mount   17", 18"  +/- 15º

IMX1-CR  9", 12", 16" 14", 15", 16" 2"* 30º range* 1.7 lb. and up 250 lb.  2 Years
Quick Release Dual Mount  17", 18"  +/- 15º 




